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Jewel – Lydia Steeves 
Little Jewel was an orphan kitty we fostered for observation and socialization. There was worry 
of a head injury but it turned out there was absolutely nothing wrong with her brain! She was a 
smart little thing and between my older cats and my art students, she was well socialized by the 
time she left my house! We took this photo with the still life tulip. 
 
Jewel is a dilute tortie so she is grey and fawn instead of black and orange. 
 
Prismacolor Premiere: Limepeel PC 1005, Black PC935, White PC 938, Pale Sage PC1089, 
Peacock Blue PC1027, Cream PC914, Yellow Ochre PC 942, Powder Blue PC1087, Goldenrod 
PC1034, Cool Grey 90% PC1067, 70% PC1065, 50% PC1063, 30% PC1061, 10% PC 1059, 
Light Umber PC941, Pale Vermillion PC921, colourless blender PC1077 
 
Pan Pastels: Orange Tint 280.8, Permanent Red Tint 340.8, Hansa Yellow Tint 220.8, 
Turquoise Tint 580.8, Turquoise Shade 580.3 
 
Paper - Stonehenge Pearl Grey or Butter or other light toned value, 8 1/2” x11 
 
Other Supplies: 4 triangular cosmetic sponges, Krylon Workable Fixative, grey waxless 
graphite, fine point pen or 4H pencil, sturdy support (mdf larger than your paper), #0 and #2 
moon scrubber by Scharff, waterbrush, Gamsol Odorless Mineral Spirits, hand held sharpener, 
kneaded eraser, large brush to sweep away pencil debris,Uni-ball Signo white or Gellyroll Pen, 
Krylon Galley Series UV Archival Gloss varnish. 
 
Background 
For this background, we are just going to have a soft blotchy look of warm peachy/pinky tones 
to match the tulip and the highlights on her fur. Remember that pastel darkens when sprayed 
with Workable Fixative.  
Use a cosmetic sponge for each colour.  
Begin with Orange Tint and add blotches throughout the paper leaving spaces. Repeat with 
Hansa Yellow Tint and then Permanent Red Tint as you like. Add Turquoise Tint to blend and fill 
in some cooler tones.  
Using Turquoise Shade, add darks at the bottom in a more horizontal motion and then a few 
blotches up at the corners. Apply the Turquoise Tint to highlight the horizontal and to soften the 
blotches. 
Repeat colours as you like.  
 
Bring outside and tap the back to release extra dust. Do not blow. Spray with several coats of 
Krylon Workable Fixative. Dry. Test by rubbing your pastel with a white tissue. If it pulls up 
colour, spray a few more times. 
 
Trace out your pattern accurately and apply carefully using grey graphite and a fine point pen or 
hard pencil. Check your pressure frequently. You don’t want to transfer too dark. 
TIP Use your printer to transfer the pattern onto the tracing paper. 
 
Please visit www.lydiasteeves.com for free technique tutorials, as well as a big selection 
of packets, books and online classes. 

http://www.lydiasteeves.com/
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Jewel 
Eyes 
Close up Photo 
Using Limepeel, colour in the irises.  
Using a sharp Black, colour in the pupils. Be ever so careful with size, shape and placement. 
Sharpen up the pencil again and outline the eyes.  Be even more careful with this line, keep it 
thin. Perhaps turn the piece upside down and pay attention to the curves. Notice the cute little 
upturned lines at the outside of the eyes.  
Colour in the nose now as well. Sharpen the Black again and put in the little line down to the 
mouth and then do the mouth. Keep it a bit light. 
Using Pale Sage, highlight the irises. The eyes are small so there isn’t a lot of room. If you have 
made a mistake in size or shape of pupil, the Pale Sage will cover the Black and you can adjust.  
Using Peacock Blue, shade at the top and around the pupils.  
Touch everything with the OMS.  
Repeat any and all colours as needed.  
Sparkle with White. If it doesn’t show, use the Uni-ball Signo White pen. This can look unnatural 
so be careful. When it’s dry, you can soften the edges if needed. 
 
Fur 
Photo one 
Using Yellow Ochre, begin to find the orange fur. Notice how the length of line and style 
changes depending on where you are on the kitty. Long and curved on the chest, shorter and 
straighter on the face and legs. 
Using Cream, pull a few of the longer, swoopier lines on her chest.  
Using Powder Blue, find the light grey fur. Don’t just do the very edge, bring it in so we can bring 
the next colour over it. Keep this all a bit messy. Don’t forget the fluff in her ears.  
Using Cool Grey 70%, colour in the darker grey. This will make some of the tufts show up a bit 
better. Shape of things are more important than how many tufts you have.  
Apply OMS. Rub with the #2 moon scrubber. 
 
Photo Two 
Texturizing the fur. Sharpen your Cream and keep it sharp. Start in the orange fur areas and 
make sketchy thin lines. Keep turning your pencil to keep it sharp. As soon as you feel it 
skimming along the top, stop and sharpen. Go into the Powder Blue areas and the darker grey 
areas, too. You should still be able to see the values and colours of the kitty. 
 
Using the Cool Grey 70%, colour in the grey fur. Use a few light layers to build a darker value 
and keep it to one light layer for the light grey value. Go over the Powder Blue when needed. 
Join into the orange fur areas naturally. Use Light Umber in the orange areas, too. 
Apply OMS to blend. Rub with the #2 moon scrubber. 
 
Photo Three  
Using the Cool Grey 90%, gently add some deep darks. You shouldn’t have to apply the OMS. 
Just rub softly with the #2 moon scrubber. If you find it doesn’t rub easily, then you can tap the 
OMS on. It depends on how much OMS you have on already and how heavily you put on the 
Cool Grey 90%. Don’t rub it around too much.  
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Final Photo 
Using Goldenrod, add some deeper orange to the orange fur. Repeat the Cream for highlights. 
We have several values of Cool Grey for the grey fur. Begin with making sure you have your 
darks in place. Be careful though because the darkest value can travel when OMS is applied. 
Switch to the 70% to continue the darks. Tap the darks with the OMS. Don’t swish it around. If it 
travels too far, pick up with the kneaded eraser.  
 
Next is Cool Grey 10%. Use this colour as we did the Cream earlier. Add definition to some 
tufts, bring some little lines into the darks too but the ruffles of dark and light are subtle. Keep 
your pencil sharp, rotate it and make the light lines by almost digging into the paper. You don’t 
just want to add a layer of wax onto the piece. Rub with the #0 moon scrubber. 
Use the Cool Grey 30% and the 50% to burnish and smooth.  
 
Repeat anything you need. 
 
Tulip 
Close up tulip 
Wipe the tips of the waterbrush and clean your moon scrubbers with the OMS. 
Using Limepeel colour in the stem and leaf. Using Peacock Blue colour where the stem and 
flower meet as well as in the centre area of the leaf.  
Using Yellow Ochre, colour at the edges of the leaf.  
Using Yellow Ochre, colour in all the petals. Don’t cover the transfer lines. Using Goldenrod, 
colour in the beginning shadows and divisions of petals. Using Pale Vermillion deepen the 
orange.  
Apply OMS on the tulip and stem. Using the kneaded eraser, press off the transfer lines that 
could become problematic. Remember to fold your eraser frequently to prevent depositing 
pigment elsewhere. You will probably need to reapply some colour. 
Using Cream highlight the flower and bring it in to blend into the midvalue areas.  
Using Limepeel, bring some green into the shadows, divisions and to add the green tinge at the 
base of the flower.  
Repeat the Yellow Ochre, Goldenrod and Pale Vermillion to achieve the peachy colouring. Rub 
with the #0 moon scrubber. Apply OMS as needed to get your colours to blend without rubbing 
too much.  
 
Tints 
If desired, add some Peacock Blue to Jewel’s fur. I have some on the right in the grey fur. Stay 
out of the orange fur. Add Pale Vermillion here and there too. I have some on her hips and 
shoulders. This colour can go into the grey fur if you are finished with it. 
 
If you would like to add more background pastel it is important to let the OMS dry naturally.  
 
Finishing  
Rub your coloured pencil with a clean rag to buff slightly or heat gently with a hair dryer. Spray 
with a Final Fixative.  
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